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About This Content

Fly through the Grand Canyon and over the iconic Vegas strip in US Cities X: Las Vegas for FSX: Steam Edition. Located in
the middle of the Nevada desert, Las Vegas is characterized by low buildings with a concentration of high-rise hotels and

casinos along one central strip.

US Cities X: Las Vegas includes more than just the famous downtown area. Other fascinating areas around the city are included
such as the majestic Grand Canyon and the mysterious Area 51 where rumours of flying saucers run wild. There is a whole lot
to explore in this VFR scenery pack, with all major buildings and landmarks plus all airports and heliports within the scenery

area. US Cities X: Las Vegas also includes a scenery density configuration tool accessible via the Steam Tools menu.

Features:

More than 3,930 major buildings included

Billboards and customized palm trees along "The Strip"

Full night textures included

Area 51 and Grand Canyon areas included

High resolution mesh terrain
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Major airports in and around the city are covered with high res ground images with customized mesh terrain (no new
building structures added) including McCarran Int’l, North Las Vegas, Henderson Executive, Yucca Airstrip, and more.

Enhanced terrain of Yucca valley and all the surrounding salt lakes based on Landsat imagery

Las Vegas Speedway Heliport

Highway traffic sound effects

Traffic on most major roads

Scenery density configuration tool, accessible from the Tools menu in your Steam library.
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Nice touch to the great game, that adds another layer of gameplay. My first campaign was as Yellow Turban and I had a lot of
fun.. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 the cossack alliance system.. One of the most unique puzzle games I have ever played. Baba is
you. Baba is 10\/10. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HlC8J4BB6iA. amazing feeling of locomotion and great fun to play
needs to be much longer and expanded on but a great story very excited to see where this game could go. 1st 30 days finished
(after 300hours) - what can i say? I normally play solo so I can't speak for the social side of this game. I've done a few raids and
it looks epic.

I'm going to vote this up purely because I enjoyed it, but do read the Cons below to see the flip side of this game. Can't really
speak for the P2W aspect as I do not join PVPs or Faction Wars.

I would honestly rate this as "Mixed" if there was such an option.

Pros:
+ Beautiful aesthetics & graphics: victorian women that looks like JRPG characters
+ A huge roster of characters: has that Suikoden gotta-catch-em-all feel
+ Unique setup: you relatively control 3 characters at once (similar to FF XII)
+ Easy to start: you're given beginner items and the gear to play towards middle of the game
+ Farming mode: requires a bit of setup, but you won't need bots to farm in this game
+ Park mode: you can leave your characters to grind for exp by themselves
+ Fun plot and side stories

Cons:
- As an MMO, its designed to be a time sink
- Mid-to-late game items need a LOT of in-game currency, quest item farming, and grinding time
- 3 Characters means 3X the grind for those gears
- Some quests are non-intuitive: half of the time you're spoon fed; the other half, you'll be left clueless (google ftw though)
- Some plot devices are not designed with a non-linear game.
- Big updates = huge patching: there were times you needed to download 8.2gig of data to patch up
- A tax system recently imposed; problem here is that we're seeing high tax rates on starting maps (not beginner friendly at the
end of it)
- Some bugs here and there (i.e: mismatched voices, teleport into zone doors, etc.)
* though there has been some bugs from lag that made me laugh out loud at times!

I'm now at Family Lv26, the real grind starts - still enjoying the game, but I need to lessen my time in it (because life outside the
house beckons)
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This is not good game :||. It's a good game once you get used to how it works.. I like Ports Royale, I hope this will be the same or
better, but I yust cant start to love it. A snazzy little RTS!

Pros:
- Quite like that the map changes as the game progresses.
- Dat mass deforestation.
- Nice simple set of resources.

Suggestions:
- Would be nice to toggle units as guard or roam so that they don't just toddle off and die when an enemy walks past.

- After constructing a "Blacksmith", the name of the building is then "Weapon Smith", which makes more sense as
"Blacksmith" is a more general term.

- If you're going to add multiple languages, a dictionary of dictionaries in C# is how I do it.

  <Language ID, <Unique ID, Text>>

It's basically a nested lookup table where the "Unique ID" is the same for a specific string in different languages, so that when
the "Language ID" changes the correct string is retrieved. It could get out of hand if you have hundreds of long dialogues, but if
it's just UI elements it'd be fine, and it's the easiest thing to implement.

- Would be nice to prioritize tasks for the unwashed.. It was recommended by a friend, but there's too much repetitive
backtracking.. Pros:
+Atmosphere
+Music
+Challanges
+Tactics
+If you happen to at least a little bit to speak German, French and Russian, then occasional comical phrases thrown by random
soldiers.
+Ability to speed up and slow down the game, as well as a puse mode, during which you can still give orders.

Cons:
-Not the most historically accurate game
-The easiest difficulty in this game feels like an extreme hardcore level in any other average RTS
-\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing bridges!!! Just try getting a large group of infantry over a bridge in one try, without at least one
squad trying to go around all of the freaking map.

In overall, this game is one of lifetime classics. I totally recommend it.. not a bad game, fun to play. a tribute to all the "great"
games in greenlight
also makes fun of bronies 10/10 :). Unable to luarch or play coh far east war. I can't deal with Paradox anymore. Have you seen
the DLC's for this EU IV??! I had no idea they had released so many DLC's since I last checked into this game.

Now it feels like I'm missing out on huge amounts of content as paradox has released like 20 DLC's since I last looked into
EUIV. I literally can't afford to play the entire EUIV.

I've had enough paradox. Your greed has finally pushed me over the edge. I'm not touching anything else you make.
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